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The driver
It’s pounding rain as eli landis pulls all 18 
wheels of his lime-green Peterbilt onto the 
shoulder of Pennsylvania route 3011. He’s 
not worried about the semi-trailer packed 
with pallets of frozen ben & Jerry’s pints 
bound for Poughkeepsie, n.y.; he’s got 
bigger concerns, starting with Anarchy—the 
first significant drop on a tight gorge section 
of wapwallopen Creek, which requires a 
must-make 15-foot boof into a tricky 10-
foot finish.

It would be nice to run the section safely 
with a fellow northeast PA paddler before 
the water disappears. There are certainly no 
other truck drivers in Cb range to answer 
the call from Spitfly (landis’s radio handle) 
for a creekboating wingman.

Time is of the essence. So as usual, 
Spitfly suits up, grabs the Prijon Pure off 
his truck’s custom rack and solos Anarchy 
and the rest of the wap, then hikes back 
to his rig to finish his paying run up to 
Poughkepsie.

“Around here, there’s no real boating 

scene,” landis says. “People here have 
normal jobs, so maybe they can go if 
they’ve got a day off, but there’s always 
leftovers that guys won’t drive up [from the 
Philadelphia area] to do, so I’ll just do it off 
the truck.”

landis, 36, learned to paddle on 
the lehigh river, near his hometown of 
Harleysville, Pa. That path is common to 
many rural central Pennsylvania paddlers, 
as was landis’ rite of passage on the 
upper yough, and then leaving the state 
in search of bigger, better runs. landis 
ended up in Costa rica, returning home in 
2002 with sharper skills to a whitewater 
scene invigorated by new boat designs and 
talented young paddlers. landis jumped 
right in, exploring the Pocono Plateau and 
helping discover the “incredible whitewater 
creeks right here in our backyard.”

landis claimed his share of firsts, 
including the first top-to-bottom on 
Hornbeck’s Creek, and a 2005 run on 
Flirting with disaster, at the time considered 

a mandatory portage on raymondskill 
Creek (“It’s like the gorilla of Pennsylvania,” 
he says, “only steeper and landing in less 
water”).

landis will still drop trailer and drive 
his rig to the now-classic raymondskill in 
the dead of winter, hiking his kayak two 
miles upstream to kayak it alone. The solo-
paddling was born of necessity, though 
landis admits that working as an owner/
operator has only bolstered his independent 
streak. The father of three won’t solo 
runs like Hornbeck’s anymore, but happily 
answers the call when younger chargers—
often Pyranha team paddlers Jared and 
graham Seiler—reach out to open another 
new section.

Most times, though, landis is content 
to tailor his regional delivery routes near his 
favorite “short and stacked” runs. He just 
signed a delivery contract with Home depot, 
hauling paint to Hazleton, Pa., right next to 
the wapwallopen put-in.  

— Dave Shively

Ryan Struck

The Wanderer
The thing about a loop is that, 
theoretically, it doesn’t end. you begin 
where you are. but where do you stop? 

That’s what bill nedderman was 
contemplating last August near Chicago, 
5,500 miles into his 6,000 great loop of 
the eastern united States in a 70-pound 
homemade canoe. He’d spent the last 10 
months paddling down the Mississippi, 
along the gulf Coast, Florida and Atlantic 
seaboard, up the St. lawrence Seaway 
and along four of the great lakes. 

Soon he’d be back where he started, 
his hometown of lovilia, Iowa, population 
583. The thought of closing the loop 
seemed to make nedderman a bit uneasy. 
“Maybe I’ll be like bernard Moitessier,” 
he said with a little laugh, referring to the 
Frenchman who held an insurmountable 
lead in a solo round-the-world sailing race. 
Instead of collecting his prize, Moitessier 
sailed another 15,000 miles to Tahiti.

nedderman travels just like he lives: 
off the grid. you have to send him an 
email and wait for him to land somewhere 
with a public library to check his inbox. He 

doesn’t use capital letters or punctuation 
in his replies, which resemble free-verse 
poetry. Calling him doesn’t work.

“I can’t figure out how to get 
messages. It’s a little embarrassing,” he 
says, given that he installs business phone 
systems whenever he needs money. 
That’s not often. last year he spent 
$2,500. 

nedderman is the definition of stealth. 
He never pays for a campsite. His tent 
is an 8-by-8-foot tarp. “It’s black, so that 
kind of helps,” he says. He has not always 
traveled alone: “I had a german girlfriend 
who came with me for 12 years. Then she 
wanted a more traditional life and went 
back to germany.”

That was in 2004.
For most of us, canoeing the great 

loop would be the trip of a lifetime. For 
nedderman, such adventures are his life. 
He’s canoed 32,000 miles, biked 63,000 
miles, hiked 34,200 miles and camped 
out 5,800 nights. He’s paddled lewis and 
Clark’s route from west to east and to the 
Arctic ocean from Minnesota. He’s biked 

coast-to-coast and border-to-border. 
He’s hiked the Appalachian Trial, the 
Continental divide Trail and the Pacific 
Crest Trail—three times each. He’s always 
planning three, four trips ahead, fearing 
the fog of “what now?” that comes with 
the end of the road.

“I’m not trying to be the first or the 
fastest or the farthest or the oldest or 
anything like that. I do it for the fun of 
it,” nedderman said in August, before 
paddling away. 

Around new year’s I sent him an 
email, and a few weeks after that I got 
his reply. A dozen lines of free verse, no 
caps. He’d finished the great loop on 
Sept. 28, and then pulled a Moitessier of 
sorts—turning around and paddling 235 
miles up the Mississippi and des Moines 
rivers to ottumwa, Iowa. He cooled his 
heels for all of three weeks before cycling 
to Tennessee for Thanksgiving, and on 
to Texas for Christmas. He’d emailed me 
from Florida, where he was “doing six 
weeks of hiking” and planning a summer 
paddling trip in Canada. — Jim Bloch
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